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ABSTRACT

A runaway current concentrating in the central region has stabilizing

effects on kink and tearing instabilities on the basis of a model in

which the runaway current is assumed rigid. The Kruskal-Shafranov 1 ifr.it

(i(a) = i (a) + ig(a) ^ 1) disappears for i (a) < 0.2 in the case of

parabolic profiles of both the runaway current and the conduction current.

Here i (a) is a rotational transform due to the conduction current and

-B(a) is a rotational transform due to the runaway current.
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There is a concept for control Jed thermonuclear fusion using a

relativistic electron beam (REB) to confine a plasma in a torus [1].

The beam propagates parallel to the magnetic axis in a nearly force-free

configuration and its current is the main source of a poloidal field

required for magnetohydrodynamic (MHO) equilibrium. The macroscopic

stability of this scheme is important since this limits the current

available for confinement. This may be promising as 3 result of the

observed improved stability properties of strong runaway discharges in

tokamaks. On both t.l.e ORMAK [2] and T-6 [3] devices, a lower level of

MHD activity, as measured by external pick-up loops, has beer observed

in the runaway-dominated regime. Because a large fraction of the toroidal

current is carried by an superthermal or relativistic electron component,

it may be expected that the stability properties of such discharges are

significantly modified from those of normal tokamak discharges.

A stability analysis of the kink mode (m = ±1, n = 7) of a REB

propagating in a toroidally confined plasma was presented by LEE [4] in

the cylindrical model. Here m and n are a poloidal mode number and a

toroidal mode number respectively. The plasma is assumed to be a pres-

sureless and uniform fluid, while the beam is treated as a cold and rigid

body. A strong longitudinal field B is externally imposed and the beam

is the only source of the poloida' field. A modification of the Kruskal-

Shafranov limit is found. The onset of kink instability corresponds to •

the appearance of closed particle orbits rather than the condition of the

closure of magnetic field lines near the rational surface satisfying

x(a) = n/m, where i(a) is a rotational transform at a plasma surface.

The maximum rotational transform consistent with stability against the

kink mode is given by
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o (i)

where the Alfven current is I. = 1.7 x 10 (y - 1) [Ampere] and y -

(1 - v"/c )" . Here a major radius of torus R is given in [meter] and

a toroidu! magnetic field B in [Weber/m ]. A REB current will provide

a margin of stability over the Kruskal-Shafranov limit. However, this

is generally only significant at high beam energies where synchrotron

radiation would become prohibitive, although the near fcrce-free orbits

of relativistic electrons may improve on this point [5]. It should be

noted that the kink mode examined in Ref.[4] differs from the usual MHD

kink mode in that the beam rather than the plasma is destabilized. On

the other hand, we will study MHD kink modes, when both a runaway current

and c conduction current are present in a tokamak.

The influence of directed kinetic energy and anisotropic pressure

associated with runaway electrons on toroidal stability properties was

examined. It is found that the sufficient stability condition for flute

modes are the same as for usual tokamak plasma, provided the isotropic

pressure ot the plasma is replaced by the directed kinetic energy of the

oeam [6]. Toroidal equilibrium and energy principles are derived for

anisotropic pressure plasmas and a stabilizing effect is found when

Pa > Pi [7]. The stability of toroidal relativistic beams with sheared

current profiles was investigated [8] by use of a normal mode approach

similar to that in Ref.[4]. Again, a result similar to eq.(l) is obtained,

indicating improved stability properties only at large y.

MHD stability against free-boundary kink and tearing modes of run-

away electron discharges in tokamaks is studied here. The torus is

considered to have a large aspect ratio and the stability may be analyzed

by assuming a straight cylindrical system. The cylinder is bounded by
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a perfectly conducting wall of radius b and a strong uniform field B is

externally imposed. A plasma of uniform mass density p fills the region

0 < r < a. There is a vacuum region in a < r < b. The plasma is assumed

to be described by incompressible MHD equations;

M° <• Jo- • Je ) = V ^ B (.j.)

V- B = 0 CS)

Here the resistivity n is included to consider resistive tearing modes.

The restrictive assumption in our stability analysis is that the current

is composed of the runaway current 3 R and the conduction current 3 and

the 3p is treated as rigid and immobile. It may be possible that the

tokamak current is divided into the 3 and ?„ experimentally [9]. So

far as the rotational transform due to the 3n satisfy the condition

^o(a) < 1 (see eq.(l)), the assumption of the rigid and immobile runaway

current may be allowed. The poloidal field to confine the plasma is

produced by both the 3 and ?„• Similar assumption was used to study

MHD stability of 'astron' configuration by JOHNSON, KULSRUD and WEIMER

[10].

By use of the usual low £5 tokamak ordering [11]. nonlinear MHD

equations are derived from eqs.(2)-(6);
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J<r « A l V (9)

where tjj denotes a flux function due to the conduction current, ijjg denotes

a flux function due to the runaway current and 4> is a stream function [12].

Helical symmetry is introduced to consider a single helical mode. The

physical quantity f(r, 6, z) in the cylindrical coordinates can be

described by f(r, <; = m9 - nz/R) and eqs.(7) and (8) are reduced to two-

dimensional nonlinear MHD equations,

jt -

•k 9

where i() = I/J - nr /(2mt(a)). The total rotational transform at the •

plasma surface is given by

It is noted that eqs.(10) and (11) corresponds to those solved by WADDEL

et al. [13] to study the m = 1 tearing mode in a tokamak, provided ^B =

0 or Jp = 0. The ipg is externally given through the profile of the
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runaway current.

Our concern is the linear stability against low m kink and tearing

modes. By linearizing eqs.(10)-(12) around a cylindrical equilibrium

and considering marginal state for a helical mode with m and n.

4&«&>-£fc-o cm
is found, where

and

In deriving eq.(14), the resistivity n is neglected. Equation is similar

to the linearized MHD equation given under the stellarator expansion in

a low p current carrying stellarator [14]. From eq.(U) stability

calculations against low m kink and tearing modes has been carried out,

guid2d by Newcomb's theorem [15,16] and A1-criterion [17], Roughly

speaking5 the influence of the runaway current on MHO stability is

included through its rotational transform only.

Two equilibria composed of the runaway current and the conduction

current are chosen. The one is shown by

( te Cr) = te° = const

which means a uniform profile of Jp(r) and a parabolic profile of J (

respectively. The other is shown by
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where both Jg(r) and J (r) have a parabolic profile. Figure 1 shows the

stability against the low m kink and tearing modes in the case of (15).

The shaded regions are unstable to the kink modes and the horizontally

striped regions are unstable to the tearing modes. The stability diagram

is similar to that given in an I = 2 current carrying stellarator with a

parabolic current profile [18]. Figure 2 shows the stability diagram in

the case of (16). Wide stable region appears for small i°. It should

be noted that the Kruskal-Shafranov limit (i(a) - t{j + i£ < 1) for the

m = 1 and n = '• kink mode disappears when i° < 0.2. This suggests a

possibility to obtain stable equilibrium with i(a) > 1 in the strong

runaway discharge of tokamak. The stabilizing effect is related to the

shear with dig(r)/dr < 0 [18]. The stable region of i? < 1 and i° < 1

is related to the wall stabilization on the m = 1 and n = 1 kink mode.

We used b/a = 1.44. In Fig.2 the m = 1 internal kink mode is stable and

the m = ) mode shown by the horizontally striped region corresponds to

the m = 1 reconnection mode in tokamaks [19]. This is consistent with

the application of A1-criterion to the m = 1 mode with r < a, where r£

means a resonant surface satisfying q(r ) = 1. The sawtooth relaxation

oscillations due to the m = 1 reconnection mode may be weaker than those

due to the m = 1 tearing mode or the m = 1 resistive kink mode [19]. In

the runaway discharge experiments of ORMAK, signals from the pin diode

array indicate relatively little MHD activities interior to the plasma

[20], which may be consistent with our results.

A runaway electron current concentrating in the central region has

stabilizing effects on MHD stability against kink and tearing modes,

provided it is rigid and immobile. This supports a concept of axisym-

metric toroidal plasma confined by a REB or runaway current mainly and

heated by a neutral beam injection or another heating method. Studies
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about kinetic instabilities in the regime of i2 + i° ̂  1 and i2 > i°
DO DO

remain as a problem [21].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. Stability diagram for the uniform runaway current and the parabolic

profile of the conduction current. The shaded regions are

unstable to the kink modes and the horizontally striped regions

are unstable to the tearing modes.

Fig.2. Stability diagram for the parabolic profiles of both the runav/ay

current and the conduction current.






